
Dear Judges; 
 
     When writing my paper for my Senior Exit Project, I learned a lot about the integration of 

special education into general education classes. It was not very hard to find facts and statistics 

to put into backing up my point, but it was difficult to find facts that weren’t completely biased 

to one argument. With the rough draft, my thesis and topic sentences weren’t strong enough to 

make a decent paper. After getting my paper back with revisions on it, I realized it was necessary 

to come in for help. Step by step I was shown what words I should use to make my points 

stronger, and what sentence structure I should use in order to introduce new evidence and back 

up the evidence that was already used. After getting the help that I needed, writing my final 

version was much easier. Using keywords when searching for new facts for my paper, made it 

simpler to find these quotes/ facts/ statistics/ diagrams. It was necessary to find new quotes and 

such because My talking points and topics changed after realizing that these were not good 

enough to actually write on.  

      After reading everything on this issue, It was interesting to try to incorporate it into my 

shadowing experiences. While at Empire, we don’t have to worry so much about some of the 

issues that a lot of other places do have to worry about.  I’ve seen students here go out and get 

involved in what our school is doing. That's anything from the fair at our school, to volunteering 

after school in our garden to plant things and work on the tortise habitat to make our school a 

healthier more attractive place.  I’ve learned that almost all things when working in SEP, from 

the writing processes to the hours that are needed, that everything takes time and effort in order 

to be completed. Being prepared and staying on top of work will overall make it less stressful. 

Thank you for your time. 



Sincerely, 

Destiny Jackson  


